Course Title
Course URL
Course Fees

LLB (Hons) Law (with integrated foundation year)
https://www.cumbria.ac.uk/study/courses/undergraduate/law-withintegrated-foundation-year/
Year 1: £6,000
Year 2 – 4: £9,250 (Annually)

Additional Costs
All students need to be aware that they will incur additional costs whilst on programme. The list
below will provide you with an overview of additional costs.
Books are reviewed annually and are therefore subject to change, course welcome information
will provide you with an indicative list for the year.
Books and Journals
The University library holds copies of core texts (including some as ebooks accessible online). It is
recommended that students purchase their own copies of textbooks. Please note that
recommended textbooks are updated annually and these change to reflect modern approaches
and updates in the law. To give you a rough estimate of what you may be spending, please see
below for costing: Law students - In the first year, approximately £175 - approximately £35 per
textbook each, there will be 5 modules. Law students - In the second year, approximately £30 per
textbook each, there will be 6 modules Law students - In the third year, approximately £40 per
textbook each, there will be 5 modules
Stationery
Students will incur costs for stationery and printing and other basic materials whilst on course and
should budget accordingly. Where specifics are required they will be detailed below but items
denoted are an outline rather than indicative list. Stationery for your own personal use (pens,
papers and folders, etc.) Whilst you will choose how much you need, expect to pay around £10 £20 per year for these.
Clothing and Equipment
No special equipment is required beyond your enthusiasm and commitment. Computers – fixed
and laptops – loaded with the software (Microsoft Office365, Adobe Acrobat, Internet Explorer,
etc.) you will require, are available at various locations across the campus for your use. You have a
Terabyte (1TB) of storage in your UoCOneDrive - which equates to tens of thousands of files You
may wish to purchase a USB Flash Drive for your own peace of mind and suitable drives (32Mb /
64Mb) are available for £7 - £15.
Other
Certain events arise during the academic year for which additional fees are charged to cover
expenses. Student participation is optional, though is recommended. These include - membership
of the Student Law Society (currently £5); attendance at the annual Law Ball (up to £25); trips to
law enforcement and legislative branches of the legal system outside of Carlisle will incur a
subsidised travel/accommodation rate
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